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Presentation Notes
Good evening, Mayor and Council.  I am please to be here tonight to outline for you the City’s proposed Safe Mobility Strategy.I am joined by Ms. Magnusson, Deputy Director of EPE to answer any questions you have in order to support Council’s discussion on this item. 



The Safe Mobility Strategy will reframe the 
City’s approach to transportation safety

• Formalizes the City’s commitment to a safe mobility system for 
all users; responding to Council direction from 2016

• Identifies priority actions and initiatives the City will focus efforts 
and resources around to enable the conditions for a safe mobility 
system in line with Vision Zero

• Provides foundational policy to built on through the forthcoming 
update to the City’s broader transportation plan update
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Presentation Notes
The ability to move around our City without risk of harm is a key component of a healthy and people-oriented City where everyone has safe, comfortable, convenient, and reliable access to work, school, and other destinations on a daily basis. Every year, however, there are approximately 10 collisions on City streets that result in a serious injury or fatality. Countless other incidents or near-misses go unreported. These outcomes are unacceptable. Safety is and always has been a core goal and objective for the City, the proposed Safe Mobility Strategy presented this evening is intended to further strengthen the importance of this goal by reframing the way we plan, design, and deliver the City’s transportation system to align with Vision Zero: the principle that that serious injuries and fatalities on our streets can be prevented and that the City’s transportation system can be designed to better minimize the risk that collisions end in a serious injury or fatality. The strategy outlines the strategies and initiatives that the City will deliver in the coming years in order to move towards a consistent, year-over-year reduction in the rate of collisions that result in serious injury or death – no matter what way people use to get around. If endorsed by Council, the City will use the Safe Mobility Strategy as a policy to guide and direct when, where and how specific actions, changes and investments will be made, taking into considerations the City’s available budgetary and personnel resources. The Safe Mobility Strategy builds on a multiyear process to examine the key factors contributing to safety issues on our streets, explore proven practices and actions that help to improve safety, and learn from key stakeholders to ensure strategies make sense for the needs of our community. The involvement and input received from stakeholders like the City’s Integrated Transportation Committee, North Vancouver RCMP, Vancouver Coastal Health, and others have been invaluable in developing this strategy. If endorsed, the Strategy – like WalkCNV and the City’s priority Mobility Lane Corridor Network - provides foundational policy to build on and incorporate into the City’s transportation plan update that staff will bring to Council in 2021. 



The strategy’s actions are organized around 
four “big moves”
1. Design safer streets

2. Right-travel speeds

3. Promote safe behaviour

4. Be evidence-based and accountable
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The actions and initiatives included in the Strategy are organized around 4 “big moves”.Together, the big moves reflect the key types of actions that have been demonstrated to move the needle on road safety and reducing incidents of serious injuries and fatalities on urban streets across the globe. The big moves are:Designing safe streetsEncouraging safe speedsPromoting safe behaviourMaking evidence-based decisions and being accountable 



Design safe streets

• Expand network of protected 
mobility lanes

• Increase availability of dedicated 
loading zones

• Increase separation and 
protection of users at busy 
intersections

• Increase quality of lighting on 
streets and at intersections
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Actions and strategies under “Designing Safe Streets” are focused on the changes needed to the design and features of City streets, intersections, and curb space to reduce the risk for conflicts by providing more space, separation and protection for the growing variety of ways people use to get around. These include: Expanding the City’s network of protected mobility lanesIncreasing the quality of lighting on streets and at intersectionsIncreasing the separation and protection of users at busy intersections



Encourage safe speeds

• Establish more slow 
speed zones 

• Increase use of low-cost, 
temporary measures to 
slow speeds
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Actions and strategies under “Encouraging safe speeds” are focused on promoting speeds that are appropriate for the type of street or pathway through lower speed limits in areas with high volumes of vulnerable road users and street design changes – like narrower streets, speed bumps, landscaping, and other treatments – that send signals about the appropriate speed for a given street. 



Promote safe behaviour

• Support annual safety 
outreach campaigns

• Update City bylaws to better 
reflect safety needs of 
vulnerable users

• Champion expanded use of 
automated enforcement
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Actions and strategies under “Promoting safe behaviour” are focused on supporting the development of a range of community outreach and education campaigns, targeted enforcement, and new regulations to foster a culture of safe mobility. These include: updating the City’s bylaws to better reflect the safety needs of vulnerable road users, and working with our partners to deliver targeted safety outreach campaigns. 



Be evidence-based and accountable

• Provide new tools to report near-
misses and areas of concern

• Undertake a regular road safety 
study

• Provide annual safe mobility 
status reports to Council
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Actions and strategies under “Promoting safe behaviour” are focused on ensuring actions and interventions are delivered in the right areas by collecting better data through new tools and partnerships to increase our understanding of safety issues on our streets and reporting back to the community regularly on our progress to meeting our vision and goal for safe mobility.



Delivering and acting on the strategy

• Support annual capital planning and budgeting 

• Focus collaboration opportunities with partners

• Communication tool to outline what is important to the public
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The Safe Mobility Strategy lays out the City’s commitment to key strategies and actions we will undertake to make our streets safer for everyone. Implementation of the strategy will begin immediately, pending Council endorsement. The 2020 - 2029 Project Plan includes funding to initiate many of the key initiatives and actions outlined in the Strategy. Pending endorsement, the Strategy will be used to prioritize the allocation of available funds and other resources to begin implementation. Staff will re-assess the ability to deliver on the actions and initiatives outlined in the Safe Mobility Strategy on an annual basis to determine funding requirements in subsequent years.Over the coming years, successful implementation of the Strategy will require on-going collaboration with key stakeholders who all have a role to play in shaping the safety of our streets as well as on-going communication with road users and residents about when and why strategies and actions are being delivered to ensure
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Thank you.
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